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Reently there has been a lot of progress in understanding ritial phenomena in two dimen-sions, [1,2℄. The spei� reasons for that are, the fat that the two-dimensional onformal groupis in�nite dimensional, providing severe onstraints on possible onformal �eld theories and thereent surge of interest for string theories whih heavily rely on two-dimensional onformal �eldtheory. There is a serious hope that all universality lasses of two-dimensional ritial phenom-ena will be desribed algebraially through the onformal group and its extensions. Anotherspeial feature of two dimensions is bosonization, that is, the equivalene, in a ertain sense,between a bosoni and fermioni theory.The purpose of this letter is to present a ertain \bosonization" of the ritial Ising model.One might ask, why is it worth doing it after all, in partiular for a model whih is the simplestpossible one? There are two reasons for this. First the bosonization presription, as we disussbelow, explains the existene of ritial points in the Askin-Teller model, belonging to the Isinguniversality lass. Seond, we shall show that the equivalene of the two models is true on anarbitrary ompat Riemann surfae, a fat that might prove useful in teahing us how to handleonformal �eld theories on a Riemann surfae.One might wonder how an, a free salar �eld with  = 1 ( is the onformal anomaly),be equivalent to an Ising fermion ( = 12)? The answer is that the stress-energy tensor of thebosoni model does not have the standard quadrati form. In partiular, as we shall see, it isfar from obvious that the salar �eld is free.The onstrution that we are going to desribe is at the operator level. Consider a salar�eld �(z; �z) taking values in a irle of radius R, (for our purposes, R = 1). We will assumethat the two point funtion is the free one:yh0j�(z)�(w)j0i = � ln(z � w): (1)The operators in this theory are the so-alled Vertex operators, Va(z) � : eia�(z) : , and theirderivatives.The holomorphi part of the stress-energy tensor, from general arguments, must satisfy thefollowing operator produt expansion,z(O.P.E.)T (z)T (w) = =2(z � w)4 + 2T (w)(z � w)2 + �wT (w)(z �w) : (2)y From now on we suppress the �z dependene, whih an be substituted in the end.z We supress regular piees in the O.P.E. 1



In partiular it has (holomorphi) saling dimension two.Consider the most general operator of dimension two. It is a linear ombination of : �z��z� :; �2z�; V�2(z); �z�V�p2(z): Thus we will onsider a general linear ombination of the operatorsabove. If we impose (2), then there are two distint possibilities: The �rst is T (z) = �12 :�z��z� : +��2z�, whih has been known already from the work of ref. [3℄. The seond is:T (z) = �14 : �z��z� : +�V2(z) + ��V�2(z): (3)with � �� = 116 , and �; �� are otherwise arbitrary. In this ase a diret omputation shows that = 12 ! >From now on we will fous on the seond ase.The value of the entral harge hints that somehow the theory desribed by (3) is the Isingmodel. Let's investigate, what are the primary operators in this theory.Reall that a primary operator �(z), of dimension �, satis�es the following O.P.E.T (z)�(w) = � �(w)(z � w)2 + �w�(w)(z � w) (4)It is easy to show that derivatives of � annot be primary operators. But what about vertexoperators? Sine Va
Vb ' Va+b, only V�1 have a hane of being primary. In fat, by imposing(4), we an dedue that  (z) = kV1(z) + �kV�1(z) is primary if and only if 4��k = k, and itsdimension is � = 12 . The dimension suggests that this operator represents the fermion of theIsing model. There is another operator that we have to look for, the spin �eld (order anddisorder operator), with � = 116 . In the standard free salar theory there is an operator, (in fattwo, H�(z)); of dimension 116 , the \twist �elds" of the boson, [4℄. In the presene of the twist�elds the boson is antiperiodi (the twist �elds are reating uts on the omplex plane, for �.We need though to ompute again the dimension of these operators using the new form of theenergy momentum tensor, (3). A straightforward alulation gives, �H = 132 + �+��16 . Thus inorder for H� to have the orret dimension, �+ �� = 12 , whih �xes them ompletely, � = �� = 14 :Thus:T (z) = �14 : �z��z� : +14(V2(z) + V�2(z)) � �14 : �z��z� : +12 : os(2�) : (5a)	(z) = 1p2(V1(z) + V�1(z)) � p2 : os � : ; h0j (z) (w)j0i = 1z � w (5b)2



The next step is to verify the operator algebra of the Ising model:�12� 
 �12� = [0℄; �12�
 � 116� = � 116� ; � 116�
 � 116� = [0℄� �12� (6)In order to ompute expetation values of vertex operators in the presene of twist �eldswe have to be areful about the winding number of the boson. We will not go into detail here,but we will just mention that bosoni operators with non-zero winding number, interpolate ingeneral between the two distint twist �elds H+(z) and H�(z),[5℄. The ation of suh operatorson the twist �elds H� is given by a 2 � 2 matrix. A simple alulation, [5℄, shows that thismatrix, S, for V�1(z), is, S = " 0 11 0 #, so that:
0jH+(z1)	(z2)H+(z3)j0� = 
0jH�(z1)	(z2)H�(z3)j0� = 0 (7a)
0jH+(z1)	(z2)H�(z3)� = 1p2z� 1813 � z13z12z23� 12 (7b)Thus (7a,b) qualitatively veri�es (6), under the identi�ations, � � H+, � � H�.The dihedral symmetry of the bosoni system translates into the Z2 symmetry of the Isingmodel and its dual �Z2.Next we alulate the 4-point funtions in the bosoni theory. The following two are verysimple to alulate using: *0j nYi=1 : eiai�(zi)j0+ = nYi<j(zij)aiai (8)h0j	(z1) (z2)	(z3)	(z4)j0i = 1z14z23�x2 � x+ 1x �; x = z12z34z13z24 (9a)
0j	(z1)	(z2)H�(z3)H�(z4)j0�h0jH�(z3)H�(z4)j0i = 12 z34z14z23 x� 2x p1 � x (9b)The orrelation funtion of four twist �elds is more diÆult to alulate. Fortunately, inref. [6℄, suh a orrelation funtion has been alulated using overings of the sphere. We an3



employ this alulation with minor modi�ations to show that, for example:h0jH�(z1; �z1)H�(z2; �z2)H�(z3; �z3)H�(z4; �z4)j0i=12[z12�z12z34�z34℄� 18 [x�x(1 � x)(1 � �x)℄� 18G(x; �x) (10)G(x; �x) =q1 �pxq1 �p�x+q1 +pxq1 +p�x(9a,b) and (10) oinide with the orrelation funtion of the Ising model.As a �nal hek we omplete the partition funtion of the bosoni theory on a strip withperiodi boundary onditions (that is, on a torus).The method relies on omputing hT i and integrating with respet to the modulus of thetorus, � , to obtain the partition funtion.In order to ompute hT i in the bosoni theory we need the propagator for the salar �eldon the torus. We will employ the results on hiral bosonization, [7℄. The path integral overthe torus ontains also a sum over the instanton setors. Thus we split the salar �eld � into alassial, (instanton) part and a quantum part, � = �l + �qu. Thenh0j�qu(z)�qu(w)j0i = � lnE(z;w); E(z;w) = �1(z;wj� )�01(0j� ) ; (11)where �1 is the standard �-funtion on the torus, [8℄.hT (z)i = �14 limw!z�h�z�(z)�w�(w)i + 1(z � w)2� (12)sine the expetation value of V�2(z) vanishes. A straightforward omputation gives hT (z)i = e�4 ,where e� = �4�i ��� ln ���+1(0j� )�(� ) � ; � = 1; 2; 3 (13)and � labels the periodiity properties of the fermion operator and �(� ) is the Dedekind �-funtion. (In the bosoni theory, this is generated by an appropriate sum over instanton setors,[7℄.) � = 1; 2; 3 orresponds to (P;AP ), (AP;AP ), (AP;P ) boundary onditions.4



Integrating with respet to � we obtainZ� / ���+1(0j� )�(� ) � 12 (14)Thus the partition funtion of the bosoni theory is given by the sum over the various setors,Ztot = 3X�=1Z�(� )�Z�(�� ) (15)whih is equal to the partition funtion of the Ising model:ZIsing = j�0j2 + j� 12 j2 + j� 116 j2 (16)where �0; � 12 ; � 116 are the appropriate haraters of the Virasoro algebra for  = 12 .What we have shown so far is that the bosoni theory de�ned by (1) and (5) is equivalentto the Ising model on the sphere and the torus. In fat, we an do more. We will now showthat the two theories possess the same partition funtion on any ompat Riemann surfae. Toahieve that we will show that the expetation value of the stress-energy tensor is the same inboth theories and thus their partition funtion are the same up to trivial onstant.?Let's �rst ompute hT i in the fermioni ase. The two-point funtion of the fermion on aompat Riemann surfae of genus g � 2 is given by the Szego kernelyh0j	(z)	(w)j0i = � �ab � (R zw �)� �ab � (0) � 1E(z;w) � P habi (z;w) (17)where the pair (a; b), (a; b are g-dimensional vetors whose omponents are either 0 or 12),spei�es an arbitrary even spin-struture on the surfae, E(z;w) is the prime form, and �i,? We will only disuss even spin strutures where there are no zero modes for the fermion.y For notation and more details see ref. [9℄. 5



i = 1; 2; :::; g, is a basis of holomorphi one-forms.hT (z)iF = �12 limw!z�h	(z)�w	(w)i � 1(z �w)2� (18)The Szego kernel satis�es the following identity, [9℄,hP habi (z;w)i2 = !(z;w) + gXi;j=1Aij�i(z)�j(w) (19)Aij � �2 ln � �ab ��zi�zj [0℄; !(z;w) = �2�z�w lnE(z;w): (20)We need also the short distane expansion of the prime form.E(z;w) = (z � w)� (z � w)312 S(w) +O[(z � w)5℄ (21)where S is the projetive onnetion, [9℄. Using (18), (19), (21) we an easily show thathT (z)iF = 14 gXi;j=1Aij�i(z)�j(z)� S(z)24 (22)Note that hT (z)iF depends on z, sine translation invariane is not a symmetry of theorrelation funtions for g > 1.The orresponding alulation in the bosoni model proeeds along the same lines.hT (z)iB = �14 limw!z�h�z�(z)�w�(w)i+ 1(z � w)2� (23)�(z) � gXi=1 pi zZPo �i + �qu(z)where the winding number pi takes the appropriate values, pi = 2m + ai; m 2 Z, P0 is anarbitrary point on the surfae andh�z�qu(z)�w�qu(w)i = ��z�wlnE(z;w) = �!(z;w) (24)The sum over instanton setors is weighed by the holomorphi instanton ation, Sm � 12(m +a)i
ij(m + a)j + 2�ibi(m + a)i, where 
ij is the period matrix of the surfae. The instanton6



sum ontributes a fator �2 ��
ij ln � �ab � (0)�i(z)�i(z) whih by the heat equation satis�ed bythe �-funtions is equal to �Pgi;j=1Aij�i(z)�j(z). Thus hT (z)iF = hT (z)iB whih ompletesthe proof.Conerning the physial relevane of the previous bosoni onstrution of the ritial Isingmodel we ould ask the following question. Is there a ritial statistial system belonging to theIsing universality lass where the previous desription is the natural one? The answer is yes!The relevant system is the Askin-Teller (A-T) model.The A-T model is desribed by two Ising spin oupled with a four-spin interation.? Thereare two ouplings, �, governing the strength of the four-spin interation and �, governing thespin-spin interation. At � = 1 the strength of the four-spin interation vanishes and there is aline of ritial points, �1 � � � 1, of the Kosterlitz-Thouless type, with ontinuously varyingritial exponents. The point � = 0, orresponds to two deoupled ritial Ising models, whereasat � = �1 the model has Z4 symmetry, orresponding to the ritial Potts model.Starting at � = 1, the ritial line separates in two other ritial lines, whih are of the Isingtype and separate a ompletely ordered phase, a partially ordered phase, and a disordered one.We laim that our onstrution is realized at these ritial lines for � > 1.The Hamiltonian in this region, in fat, has the form of our stress-energy tensor, thatis, it ontains also a osine term whose oeÆient at the Ising transition point is a onstantindependent of �; � while the oeÆient of the quadrati term is linear in �; [10℄. We an easilysee how this arises in our onstrution, using,h0j�(z)�(w)j0i = �1� ln(z � w) (25)sine the ation is linear in �. The anonial stress-energy tensor beomes:T (z) = ��4 : �z��z� : +12 : os 2�p� : (26)and exhibits the aforementioned properties. It is a trivial task to verify that the modi�ation(25) does not alter any of the other relations we derived before.? For more details see ref. [10℄. We use the notation and onvention of the same referene.7
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